Dialogue Theme:

- What combination of environmental, social, and economic factors will produce sustainable plantations or intensively managed forests?
- What can TFD do to help pursue this question?

Dialogue Agenda

**Tuesday, 21 June**

8:00 Leave hotel for IUCN HQ
8:30 Welcome from Bill Jackson
     Introduction from Co-Chairs - Stewart Maginnis, Sharon Haines
     Background - Gary Dunning
9:00 Overview of dialogue format and facilitation - Tom Hammond
9:30 Presentation of background paper - Peter Kanowski
10:00 Updates on other initiatives:
     - FAO - Jim Carle
     - FSC - Anders Lindhe
     - UNFF/NZ meeting - Stewart Maginnis
     - WWF - Chris Elliot
10:45 Break
11:00 Issues Identification/Stakeholder Perspectives
     - ENGO - Miguel Lovera
     - Social - Marcus Colchester
     - Industry - Stuart Christie
     - Indigenous - George Asher
11:45 Brainstorm on Key issues to address
12:45 Lunch
14:00 Convergence on key issues, organization of working group tasks
15:00 Small Group work
16:00   Break
16:15   Continue Small Group Work
17:00   Update from Groups
17:30   Adjourn for day and return to hotel
19:00   Group Dinner

Wednesday, 22 June
8:30    Leave Hotel for IUCN HQ
8:45    Continue group work from previous day
10:30   Break
10:45   Report back
11:45   Discussion and Review
12:45   Lunch
14:00   Discuss creating a TFD MSD process around major themes
15:00   Outline strategy for addressing major themes
15:45   Break
16:00   Define next steps and action plan as required
17:15   Concluding Remarks - Stewart and Sharon
17:30   Adjourn